Hey what is your B-index?

B-index? You mean H-index?

No, B index... the number of times you search your own name in google and end up in bibliod.
HIGHLIGHTS

- Only public records (in back end: “Submit”)
  - Records that are only saved, are private, thus are not visible in the public interface
- Sign in with CAS
  - My publications, with export FWO and BOF
  - Settings to connect to ORCID, to manage public view
- “My lists” functionality
  - Export detailed lists
  - Embed publication lists
- Powerful search interface
- Browse and refine
- Connection with UGent Research Explorer
1. Search / my lists / my account (sign in)

2. Recently added publications:
   - Open access publications
   - Publications connected to an ORCID
   - New PHD registered

3. Browse by subject / faculty

4. Content / Support / Contact
MY ACCOUNT

Sign in for more functionality
SETTINGS

Allow Biblio to connect with your ORCID

Indicate what is visible on your public profile
— List of your publications
— Only visible for you
— Export reports for BOF and FWO
— Send publications to ORCID
  (First connect biblio with your ORCID)
  To send a publication to ORCID, click on the button Send to ORCID.
  Publication already visible in ORCID is indicated with the icon On ORCID
— Add publications to one of your lists "My lists"
— My lists: manual list of marked records. Add publications clicking the button “add to list”.
— Search lists: automated list, based on a saved search
— Lists can be private or public (eye symbol)
— Any list can be exported. Only public search lists can be embedded in a website
— “Create new lists” can only be used to create a manual list
MY LISTS

Actions:
- Export list
- Make list public / private
- Edit list details (change the title, description)
- Delete the list
SEARCH LISTS

= Saved search

Actions:
- Embed list (if public)
- Export list
- Make list public / private
- Edit list details (change the title, description)
- Delete the list

Query indicated
Public URL is provided
PUBLIC PROFILE PAGE

https://biblio.ugent.be/person/staffnumber
Example:
https://biblio.ugent.be/person/001996651535

Details, dependent on your settings: address, email, orcid, bio

- Topics (=keywords)
- Subjects
- Phd's promoted
- Frequent UGent co-authors

Actions
European projects: Automatically send to the reporting portal of the EC (Funding and Tenders portal), through OpenAIRE

Near future: full project list from Gismo
GISMO RESEARCH EXPLORER

External view on Ghent University Research

Biblio is part of GISMO => publications are integrated in the research explorer
GROUP LIST


**PROCESS**

Search or browse => Refine => Result list
**ACTIONS**

- Save this search to my lists (need to be logged in)
- Download search results (= export): everyone
- Subscribe to news feed: everyone
BROWSE A SUBJECT OR FACULTY

Browse faculties and broad subjects

Publication list of a faculty

To refine: actions -> filter

To export: download search results
To embed: save this search as a list
EMBED IN YOUR WEBSITE

Add a public search list to your website, which will automatically update when publications are uploaded in biblio.
EXPORT / DOWNLOAD SEARCH
RESULTS

• CSV / excel: all fields, including Impact Factor

• Text / word:
  • Restricted number of fields: only reference style
  • Option to add JCR info (IF, quartile)
  • Choice of styles.

• FWO MODS export
  • All necessary fields
  • Mapping to FWO classification
  • More information in the manual biblio/fwo-mapping

• BOF list:
ADVANCED SEARCH

— The relation between the different fields is AND
— If you want an OR relationship, use the expert search
EXPERT SEARCH

— CQL search

— List of all possible parameters: https://biblio.ugent.be/doc/api#cql
EXAMPLES EXPERT SEARCH


— All A1 and VABB publications in 2015: year = 2015 AND (vabbapproved = 1 OR classification = A1)
— Add fac. LW: year = 2015 AND (vabbapproved = 1 OR classification = A1) AND department = LW
— Add P1: year = 2015 AND (vabbapproved = 1 OR classification = A1 OR classification = P1) AND department = EB
EXPERT SEARCH: MULTIPLE AUTHORS

A list of a combined list of publications of 3 authors:

(author exact 801001998863 or (type exact bookEditor and editor exact 801001998863))

or (author exact 801000975717 or (type exact bookEditor and editor exact 801000975717))

or (author exact 802000336910 or (type exact bookEditor and editor exact 802000336910))
VISIBILITY / DISCOVERABILITY
USE LINKS TO BIBLIO IN

Wikipedia:

- https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willy_van_Eeckhoutte
- https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Derolez
ORCID

= a unique ID for a researcher

ORCID can be linked to Biblio. Go to “Settings” -> ORCID preferences

Information on why and how: http://ugent.be/orcid

More and more publishers and funders require an ORCID